




 Due Diligence

Hello beautiful apeys!

I saw BCG attacking the stonk I love so much and decided to use my weaponized autism to look into BCG and see what
their real motive is.

TL;DR: I believe this lawsuit would have happened regardless if RC took over as Chairman or not. It is my theory
that the sleeper agents on GameStop's board were purposefully mismanaging the company into the ground to
help SHF drive the price down as part of their plan to Cellar Box it. I believe it was a coordinated attack from all
sides.

Company was being mismanaged by sleeper agents + naked shorts and then hire BCG to do a "turn around"
and purposefully not do anything they said and pay them late, make the company look completely incompetent
and then this eventual lawsuit would happen as a nail in the coffin for Retail sentiment.

In an alternate universe where RC didn't take over and Reddit didn't figure out the criminal predatory naked
shorts from hedge funds, if you heard about this lawsuit you'd likely panic sell and buy puts which would lead
to GME's bankruptcy.

Now that RC took over and changed the game, and fired all the sleeper agents, he likely has proof of bad actors
sabotaging the company to defend against the lawsuit.

-------------

So I first started looking into any connections Citadel has with BCG and found some people who are tied to both places.

Anuj Arora Vice President, Office of the CEO at Citadel Securities (Kenny) AND former Project Leader at BCG

BCG's lawsuit was a planned part of the Cellar Boxing strategy by MM as a nail in the 
coffin to put GME stock into the pennies. RC ruined their plans, and now it's instead a 
last ditch effort to hurt investor morale. - March 24, 2022
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Carsten von der Linden, Chief People Officer and Managing Director at Citadel AND former Principal at BCG

Avi Tillu who worked at Citadel and BCG but we'll come back to him later.

https://www.crunchbase.com/person/david-opolon

David Opolon currently has 2 jobs. 1 working DIRECTLY with KENNY and 2 Principal at BCG.
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Lawsuit in question

In 2019 we already know there were a bunch of sleezy sleeper agents on GameStop's board. I posted my theory in the
TL;DR above.

The GameStop before RC was failing hard. So hard that it had to be on purpose. And the actions they took with BCG just
feels planned to me. GameStop paying the fees over 8 months late? Knowing that there were people on the board trying
to sabotage the company, it feels like a setup for a lawsuit later.

If the contract was signed under false pretenses and can be proven that bad actors had the intent on breaching the
contract to lower the stock price in an eventual lawsuit, then they wouldn't need to pay the $30M now.

Either that or they were trying to siphon money out of GameStop to hurt the books. You know, Just your general
sabotage fuckery.

But that's all just speculation without any proof, right?.

We have a beginning to the conclusion and an end, but we don't have a line to draw from one to the other without
resorting to speculation.
Unless... there was another example of sleeper agents acting under false pretenses involving BCG..

*Googles*

OH SHIT look at this..
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In 2019 BCG sued NCR for not paying their exorbitant fees. SOUND FAMILIAR!??

NCR counter argued that BCG basically placed a sleeper agent on the board to sell the contract to them.
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In 2018 NCR got new leadership and that was actually the reason for the lawsuit. The new leadership decided BCG's
fees were dumb and not in line with the vision. SOUND FAMILIAR!??

This lawsuit with GameStop now could just be history repeating itself.

New leadership comes in, turns the company around themselves, BCG get's mad cuz shorts r fuk, and sues because
new leadership fucked up their plans to bankrupt the company.

Remember Avi Tillu from a few pictures ago?

He worked at BCG and at Citadel. And now works for Pimco.

Who's Pimco?

This dude Bill Gross co-founded it and is an active short seller against GameStop.

It just realllllly feels like a huge plot with people both: handing inside company info, and being placed in high ranking
sleeper positions to fuck the company up.

I believe when you look at all the pieces laid out and the people going from one place to another, it just jumps out at you
and becomes obvious.

And before someone says "It's pretty common for people to jump from one company to the other, that doesn't prove
anything", I'd like to remind you guys of this part of my Rolling in The Deep Dive DD:
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Anyone involved with Citadel can still be on Citadel's payroll and there can be no trail according to the rules and
exemptions Citadel is granted. Based on all the things we're seeing it's just obvious there's so much fuckery going on
behind the scenes.

You'd have to be a shill to not see the connections.

GameStop is and was the target of a major scheme involving multiple companies. I think we just found one more piece of
the puzzle in this whole "SHF ruining the world by naked shorting companies into bankruptcy to make money for
themselves" thing..

I don't think it's only GameStop. I think BCG is another arm of Citadel helping them place sleeper agents to destroy
companies from within.
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Anyways that's my theory.

---------

By the way, RC if you're reading this, I think you may have missed a sleeper agent:

Edit:

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/bed-bath--beyond-inc-announces-transformation-of-board-of-directors-and-
additional-governance-enhancements-300835494.html
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Edit 2:

RC CONFIRMING THE DD LESGOOOO
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